Before Installation

1. Verify that provided tote breather adapter matches breather port.
2. Obtain fitting that will adapt provided drain connector to drain port on your tote.
3. Drain fluid from tote.

Included in this Kit

- Tote breather adapter with fill connector 2” fill tube
- Drain connector
- Desiccant breather
Installing Adapter to Tote

1. Read and follow “Before Installation” guide at beginning of this instruction sheet.
2. Thread fill tube into bottom of adapter using wrench to tighten for firm fit.
3. Set assembled adapter on a clean surface.
4. Thread tote adapter into 2” NPT port on top surface of drum.
5. Remove red plugs from provided desiccant breather as indicated in breather installation procedures. Failure to do this will cause damage to system.
6. Thread desiccant breather onto top side of adapter until O-ring seals between adapter and breather surface. Hand-tighten only.

Installing Drain Connector

1. Verify that reservoir is empty. Remove drain plug from drain port.
2. Thread provided drain connector into drain port using proper fitting and pipe sealant on threads. Tighten firmly with proper wrench.

Additional Support

Lubrication Engineers may be able to provide special fittings and fasteners that will aid in installation of this product. Please contact Customer Service at 800-537-7683 with questions regarding installation or servicing of this product.